St. Mark Festival 2018

Drama Evaluation Form
Church:

Judge:

Total:

/ 100

Story
Introduction

Written or copied
Accuracy

They need to introduce the story. The introduction should inform the judges about
the following points:
- Who wrote the story
- What kind of references they used
- How much effort was done in practicing
More points for a story that is written by the youth of the church. That also include
the creative writing of an original story or the dramatization of a Biblical story.
The story should be accurate theologically, biblically, and historically if the story
retells historical events.

Matching the theme
Clear message

/3

/3
/3
/3
/3

Acting
Attractive performance
Convincing performance

The performance should keep the attention of the audience, making them looking
forward to the progress of the story.
The performance should keep the attention of the audience, making them looking
forward to the progress of the story.

/6
/6

Actors are in character

/6

Talented actors
Clear and effective voices

/6
/6

Special effects
Creativity
Attractiveness

/4
/4

Supporting elements
Projection
Live songs
Background music
Lights

/3
/3
/3
/3

Costumes etc.
Costumes
Makeup
Accessories

Points should be given based on whether the costumes are made or bought, and
whether they match the setting of the story. Points should also be given to creativity.
That includes having the actors match the character in age and in any defining
characteristics.
Points should be given based on whether the accessories are made or bought, and
whether they match the setting of the story. Points should also be given to creativity.

/5
/5
/5

Décor
Décor and Furniture

That includes backgrounds and furniture. Points to consider:
- matching the story
- accuracy for historical or biblical events
- made or bought

/ 15

Time
Respect the time limit

Deduction: 2 points for exceeding the time by 3 minutes or less, and 5 points for
more than 3 minutes.

/5

